MONDAY, APRIL 11, 2022
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

In-Person: Conference Check-In
Sponsors: Projectors by Barco; MyABPM App and ABPM.Events Platform by The
CXApp, an Inpixion Company; Notebooks sponsored by MC2; Wifi sponsored by
Czarnowski

1:00 pm PT

Hybrid: Newcomer’s Orientation
Sponsored by Derse

If this is your first ABPM conference, welcome; you are the “Spring Class of 2022!” During the orientation, you’ll have a chance to meet other first-time conference participants as well as members of the
ABPM Advisory Board. You’ll also get insider information about how to best navigate the conference and
take advantage of your ABPM membership.

2:00 - 5:00 pm PT

Hybrid: Opening General Session
Sponsored by Hyperquake

2:00 pm PT

Welcome and Opening Remarks
Elizabeth Simpson, President, ABPM
ABPM President Elizabeth Simpson will kick off the conference by welcoming ABPM members to the
largest gathering of briefing professionals from around the globe — this time both in-person and remote.
She’ll also share her thoughts on the Metamorphosis this community has gone through, and the opportunities she sees ahead.

2:30 pm PT

Recognition: Competency Curriculum Recipients, ABPM Heroes,
and President’s Service Award

Elizabeth will recognize members who have achieved their Core and Advanced Competency Curricula. In addition, she’ll honor those lauded as ‘ABPM Heroes’ in the past year by their fellow members.
Finally, she’ll recognize this year’s recipient of the President’s Award for Service: a member who has
distinguished himself or herself as a longtime leader, and one who has made important contributions to
ABPM’s community.

3:00 pm
Break Sponsored by Inhance Digital
3:30 - 5:00 pm PT
Keynote Speaker, Greg Verdino
The Never Normal: Adaptability as a Business Superpower
One of the world’s most provocative proponents of adaptability as a business superpower, Greg Verdino
has made a career out of helping business leaders make sense of exponential change — challenging
conventional wisdom, skewering the status quo, and doling out tough love. Hear why Greg believes the
following: the “new normal” is never going to happen; you’ll fall further behind planning for tomorrow’s
guarantees; lack of resources is a lame excuse; the experts have the most to learn; and the answer to
disruption is not technology, but humanity. Come ready to listen to Greg’s insights and ask your own
questions.
100% of 2021 Spring Conference attendees who responded to the conference evaluation
survey said they were likely or extremely likely to recommend the conference to a colleague
(86% said they were extremely likely to recommend the conference).

5:00 pm - 7:30 pm

In-Person: Supplier Celebration Reception Sponsored by Nexus
Whether you’re in the market for briefing program products and services now, or want to collect information for future reference, this reception celebrates ABPM’s vetted supplier members and is designed to
meet your information needs! During the evening, briefing professionals will collaborate with Suppliers to
solve their top challenges and become eligible for prizes in the process! See the ABPM Spring conference
page in mid-February for a link to the Supplier Celebration map, rules, and a list of game prizes.

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2022
8:00 - 9:00 am

In-Person: Breakfast Sponsored by Exhibit Concepts

9:00 - 4:00 pm PT

Hybrid: Breakout Sessions
ABPM is working to emulate the hybrid engagements held in briefing centers in our Spring Conference
breakout sessions. In-room technology will be set up to support as much conversation and collaboration between session leaders, in-person conference participants, and remote conference participants
as possible. Remote participants will join via the ABPM.Events platform and will have an ABPM team
member in the “room” to make sure they are included in the conversation. Sessions will be 75 minutes
in duration with 30-minute breaks between sessions. Specific time slots will be assigned in early March.

12:00 - 1:00 pm

In-Person: Lunch

Creating Your New Multi-Tiered Account Strategy

Pamela Evans, Independent Consultant & Coach, Benett Communications
Are you considering developing a multi-tiered account strategy for your briefing program? If so, this session will get you started by
discussing some key questions: What are the criteria for establishing your multi-tiered account strategy? Does your program need
a tiered strategy and why? How can you segment customers with an approach that is most meaningful for where they are on their
journeys? At what point in the evolution of your program should you begin a tiered approach based on strategic goals? After all, a tiered
account strategy isn’t just for big or mature programs, and can be a good approach as you grow. We’ll explore ways to segment your
customer audiences, collaborate on appropriate program offerings, and ensure you are meeting your company’s business objectives,
all at the same time. You’ll learn from your fellow briefing professionals who’ve had experience establishing such a strategy during this
new COVID paradigm, and come away with a high-level framework for establishing your own multi-tiered program, as well as practical
examples that work best for each customer audience.

Future-Proofing Your Organization: Enable Your Briefing Program Teams to Advance Their Careers

Jocelyn Domabyl, Program Manager, Strategic Programs, Dell Technologies
While every individual is responsible for their career planning and growth, building a culture that enables your team to advance their
career is more important than ever. A successful Briefing Program is a reflection of its team members. Attracting top candidates and
developing briefing professionals who will thrive in the program and contribute value in their next role is a characteristic of World Class
briefing programs. In this new COVID-induced era, employees are looking for roles with strong career trajectories. They desire recognition, development, and a sense of community to perform at their highest. In this session, we’ll discuss the importance and benefits
of creating a culture that fosters growth,
share successes and strategies for
“Our team always comes out with takeaways that help to further accelerate our program!”
empowering our team members, plus
– Jill Swartz, Dell Technologies, 2021 Spring Conference Evaluation
talk about tactics and programs you can
implement to enable your team’s career
advancement.

Tenaciously Marketing Your Program Internally

Joseph Perry, Sr. Manager, Global Executive Briefing Program, Coryn Connelly-Cabreros, Briefing Program Manager, and Dana Regan,
Executive Briefing Coordinator, all of Autodesk
How do you have a seat at the table when you’re not in the room? Learning to be a student of your company ensures you fully understand your ecosystem in order to grasp who cares about your program and who are your program advocates: executive leadership, sales, customer success, SMEs, and many more. Determine what your plan to market your program is – and begin tenaciously
delivering. As you begin fully understanding the stakeholder ecosystem in your organization, document your reach-out to stakeholders
– including a call to action for each of these business units. The goal is to create a brand within a brand so people are always thinking
about your program – even when you’re not in the room. Who is the Executive Briefing Program within your company? Session leaders
from the Autodesk Executive Briefing Team will provide attendees with best practices to provide outreach and education across their
organization. After this session, attendees will understand how to build a stakeholder ecosystem and develop ongoing communication
strategies to market your program successfully internally. Some of these strategies include developing partnerships between business
units and utilizing various communication platforms to highlight wins, elevate the program, and recruit new discussion leaders.

Helping Your Discussion Leaders Communicate Effectively in a Hybrid Environment

Panel moderated by Leslie Greene, Senior Trainer, Mandel Communications
Hybrid environments are here, and seem to be here to stay. The challenge is how to help your Discussion Leaders become comfortable
and embrace the hybrid world. Without effective planning and coaching, they may not be able to connect and engage with customers in
a meaningful way. Adjusting to hybrid environments requires combining strong face-to-face and virtual communication skills. During this
session you’ll hear from a panel of Discussion Leaders and Briefing Professionals who will share their hybrid briefings best practices
and lessons learned. You’ll leave with ideas to help your Discussion Leaders influence positive hybrid briefing outcomes.

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2022
Hybrid Breakout Sessions, Continued
Creating Customer-Focused, Outcome-Based Agendas through Building Trust with Sales Teams

Nathan Pisik, Global Strategy Sr. Advisor, Executive Briefing Program, Dell Technologies
ABPM’s Benchmarking Research on the Effectiveness of Briefings shows that one of the most important elements of a briefing is relevant content. But how can your briefing staff influence sales teams that are focused on a specific product or solution and/or just trying to
close a deal without looking at the bigger picture or other potential opportunities? And how can briefing professionals serve as ‘consultants’ to account executives on leveraging best practices for building customized agendas that are impactful, relevant, and sure to resonate with the customer because they are built with the customer’s objectives in mind? Finally, how do you build agendas that promote
customer engagement because they are structured to show how your company will help solve their problems? To be successful, it’s
essential that briefing teams adopt a “sales mindset” by fostering collaboration and establishing trust with account teams. Trust results
in sales teams being more receptive to recommendations. In this session, you’ll hear about the refined Dell Technologies’ Competency Model and methodology used for account research and pre-call planning, collaborate with fellow session participants about their
approach, and walk away with an action plan for establishing your Briefing Program as an unmistakably invaluable resource to Sales,
Marketing, and your company as a whole.
“Well organised, engaging, and thought-provoking!
There was a great flow to the conference and all
of the topics where fantastic (thank gosh for the
recordings, so I can also watch the ones I didn’t get
to attend in-person).”
– Jo Foster, ServiceNow UK,
2021 Spring Conference Evaluation

Facilitation Strategies for the New World of In-Person, Virtual,
AND Hybrid Briefings

Ann Benett, President, and Candie Hurley, Independent Consultant and
Trainer, both of Benett Communications
The value of Facilitated Briefings has become especially clear over the
past two years. EBC programs report they’ve seen how Facilitation is key
to driving customization and engagement in the virtual world. Now that we
are moving to a mixed environment – in-person, virtual, and hybrid – how
can Facilitation provide value across all of our Briefing offerings? In this
breakout session we’ll explore the variety of Facilitation strategies and tactics used by ABPM member companies that will help you to
design your Facilitation Plan. Participants will receive electronic copies of Benett’s Facilitation Checklist.

Building and Managing Your Program Team Going Forward

Keeley Lundquist, Talent Leader, IBM Client Centers
“A World Class Briefing Program is run by a World Class Team.” ABPM’s past President, Roxanne McCreery, often made this statement
after years of observing the ABPM Community’s programs. But so much has changed with regard to the needed skillsets for a World
Class Team. How do you know your team is ready to hit the ground running as it faces the new challenges and requirements of the
briefing evolution we’re all a part of? In this interactive session, we’ll discuss how to build a high-performance team with shared vision
and trust, review how traditional positions may change, and new briefing positions to consider (as well as their ranking and compensation), and learn techniques for getting things done remotely, if needed, without relying on direct supervision. Join us! There’s so much to
talk about around this fast-changing topic.

Using Data to Identify Opportunities and Deepen Customer Intimacy throughout the Customer Journey

Jan Mark Holzer, Sr. Distinguished Engineer, Emerging Technologies, Red Hat
As ‘precision marketing,’ customer lifecycle, and intimacy are becoming more and more important in terms of how and when companies are engaging their customer programs, briefing teams, and other high-profile programs, they can use data to identify the best
time for engagements. This ultimately leads to a higher success rate and impact. In this session, Jan will share how Red Hat has built
a data-driven framework to deliver impactful customer/partner engagements that have ultimately led to more targeted and meaningful
conversations. Existing data that are enriched with other data points are harvested to provide better indicators to account teams for
when - and what type - of engagement to consider with the executive briefing program. Jan will share their program’s approach to identifying the stakeholders, and to mapping out the customer journey/lifecycle, as well as how programs map to timepoints in the journey,
and how data is used to deliver account signals which can trigger an engagement opportunity. Examples will be provided using account
activity dashboards to identify account signals and important moments in their lifecycle. Jan will also share how data is used and analyzed to further fine tune account activities and connect them back to other programs, as well as how to gain a deeper understanding
of customers and key individuals in these accounts. After this interactive conversation, you’ll leave inspired to review how your current
process and approach might benefit from some of the ideas shared in this session.

storiesXspaces: Storytelling Principles in Experience Design

Brad Baer, Chief Strategy Officer, BlueCadet, Katie Savage, Associate Creative Director, BlueCadet and Josh Jeffery, Program Manager at X, the moonshot factory
“Storytelling” is one of the most common buzzwords in design. But beyond “everything is a story,” how do the key principles of good
storytelling, like the strategic use of empathy or repetition, translate to designing spaces like briefing centers? In this session, we’ll
share approaches to developing digital and analog experiences rooted in the tried-and-true techniques of great literature. Participants
will put these tools into practice in a creative play and visioning session where we’ll all take on the role of creative storytellers. After this
session, attendees will have tools for developing deeper connections with their customers by applying storytelling principles to their
briefing center experiences.

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2022
Hybrid Breakout Sessions, Continued
How to Make an Impact on your Briefing Program with Enablement Offerings

Judith Wilhelm, Enablement Lead SAP Experience Centers, SAP SE, and Katie Lockett, Head of SAP EC NYC, Briefing Consultant &
Experience Center Academy Project Team, SAP North America
The SAP Experience Centers foundation is built upon our vision to help create customer value through unique, personalized, and
scalable engagements according to our strategy of ‘meet’, ‘inspire’, and ‘engage’. To ensure continuous, great support in this constantly
changing environment of virtual, hybrid, and onsite, we have invested in the heart of our centers – our center staff. We have set up a
compact internal learning & enablement offering, the ‘SAP Experience Center Academy’, providing scalable offerings for all our center
teams. The content and opportunities evolve around onboarding of specific roles as well as customized learning sessions on customer
experience, virtual and hybrid offerings, and soft/hard skills development. This session will provide program managers with insights
into our journey to set up this offering for our decentralized global organization and our approach to support our diverse workforce in
constantly expanding their skillsets. Learn more about how we collaborate with our network and internal stakeholders such as Sales
and Pre-Sales. We are excited to share our insights and best practices, inspire you for your own projects and hear about learning &
enablement initiatives in your center.

The Science Behind Winning Customer Engagement Strategies

Hans Wernke, Vice President of Strategic Accounts, Kaon Interactive, Pamela Evans, Independent Consultant & Coach, Benett Communications, and Deidra Cooper, Program Manager, CEC, NEC
Whether conducting your briefings in-person or virtually, customer engagement is paramount in today’s buyers journey. In this session,
we’ll uncover the three elements that will keep customers engaged, transfer knowledge retention, and create unexpected, memorable
customer experiences that accelerate sales. In addition, we’ll discuss three neuroscience techniques to engage customers better, how
to modernize your EBC to better engage customers, how to avoid the pitfalls of a disconnected customer, how to create engagement at
EVERY customer touchpoint, and techniques to engage customers and communicate value.

“ABPM conferences are THE place to learn from industry leaders and peers within the briefing profession.”

It’s the Journey, Not the Destination - How Teradata Designed
a Customer-Centric Journey to Engage Briefing Participants

Katherine Knowles-Marchione, Vice President, Global Customer Advocacy, Teradata, Emily Kester, Creative Director of Storybuilding, Hyper– John Panek, Zebra Technologies,
quake, and Dale Tesmond, Storybuilding Founder, Hyperquake
2021 Spring Conference Evaluation
You’ve heard that it is the journey, not the destination, right? One of the
most powerful elements in the creation of a world class briefing experience is the customer journey. How a customer experiences your story for either in-person or hybrid briefings can either be a powerful,
singular experience or just a group of individual moments without an emotional takeaway. Participants in this session will learn how
Teradata used a five-step framework to create a journey for their customers in their new EBC that leveraged design, content, and technology to conclude with their desired customer takeaway. Participants will leave this session with the tools to better understand the key
elements of how to create a successful customer journey, and what next steps they can take to improve their own customer journeys’
IRL or hybrid briefings.

Sales Team Engagement Strategies: Perspective from a former Sales Director

Jesse Hanz, Director, Customer Experience, Schneider Electric
Whether in-person, virtual, or hybrid, your briefing program is the most effective sales and marketing tool for your company. How can
you be certain that the program is being leveraged and utilized to its best advantage – particularly as we return to our centers and using
multiple engagement methods? Defining and executing on a sales engagement and account coverage strategy that’s focused on the
most significant business opportunities is a characteristic of World Class briefing programs, but it’s easier said than done, and doing so
in a variety of formats has added a whole new layer of complications! What are the motivating factors of your sales organization? How
are they structured? Are you reaching them effectively through sales, marketing, and operations channels? What tools, reports, and
collateral can help you resonate better with sales? We’ll answer these questions, PLUS take an inside look into how Schneider Electric
tackles sales engagement through the unique lens of Jesse Hanz who has over fifteen years’ experience in sales and sales leadership.

Essential Program Metrics – Moving from Efficiency to Business Impact

Candie Hurley, Independent Consultant and Trainer, Benett Communications
As briefing professionals, we are always looking for ways to articulate our business value. In this breakout session, we’ll look at which
metrics matter in today’s mix of virtual, hybrid, and onsite briefings. We’ll explore why and how to move beyond “how many” to “how
well,” and what technology (or not!) is needed to ensure confidence in the results. The session will provide participants a broader perspective of what metrics are possible, and how to capture them.
“I enjoyed the opportunity to interact with thought leaders and ask questions during the live discussions. I was able to get answers
and insights to my immediate thoughts and questions.”
– Lisa Albritton, Boston Scientific, 2021 Spring Conference Evaluation

TUESDAY APRIL 12, 2022
Hybrid Breakout Sessions, Continued
Building and Positioning Effective Business Cases for the Changes Ahead

Stacey Milligan, Director, Executive Briefing Center, Cohesity
So much is changing in the briefing world, and it’s likely you’re needing to make adjustments to many aspects of your program. Some
of those adjustments will require buy-in from your leadership and management team. But where do you start? How do you prepare the
strongest possible case? What are the key components of a successful business case? And how do you position your proposal to your
management and stakeholders? During this session, we’ll talk about the tools needed to create a compelling business case. So, whether you’re starting a new program, refreshing an existing center, or need more resources and headcount, you’ll be ready to effectively
make your case for the many needed changes on the horizon.

Strategies to Increase Accessibility and Inclusivity in Hybrid Briefings

Marcy Nelsen, Director, Corporate Briefing Program, AT&T Business; Rob Miller, Director, Experiential Marketing, AT&T Business and
Joe Whitesides, Senior Solutions Architect, AVI-SPL
Thanks to trial-by-fire these last two years, most programs now have very strong virtual briefing offerings. As we return to centers, we
must find a way to make hybrid briefings as effective for external customers and sales teams as our onsite and virtual briefings. In
this session, Marcy and Rob will share the AT&T program team’s experiences as they have enhanced their onsite briefings to support
a hybrid audience. They’ll share the trends they’re seeing, how they’ve upgraded room technology to improve remote and in-person
customer experiences, and how they’re creating signature virtual experiences by improving their production capabilities. AVI-SPL will
also highlight technologies and tools being used by other briefing programs to enhance their hybrid experience. They’ll also ask session
participants to share their own hybrid best practices and lessons-learned, so plan to come and be part of the conversation! You’ll leave
this session with new ideas that will help you effectively engage remote participants and take your hybrid briefings to the next level.

Customizing Briefings for the Future: A Panel

Moderator: Dave Brull, Vice President, Global Accounts, kubik;
“The subjects dealt with during the conference were incredibly
Panelists will be listed in future agenda update
pertinent and relevant. It was great as always to have the community share what works and what hasn’t with the rest of the
Year after year, one of the most important elements of a briefing,
team, and I really value the openness and of the delegates to
according to external customers in ABPM’s annual Benchmarking
impart their experiences. It was great to see new speakers join
Research on the Effectiveness of Briefings, has been “relevant
and lead the discussions.”
content.” This is a cardinal rule for executing a World Class
customer experience: know your customer, their industry, and
– Jennifer Anthony, Elekta, UK
their business challenges. A highly customized, customer-centric
2021 Spring Conference Evaluation
dialogue will drive a robust conversation about how your company can provide the necessary solutions to move your customer’s
business forward. This has become even more important with the constantly shifting world we are living in. How are you ensuring your
briefings meet your customers exactly where they are today, next week, and into the future? This session will bring together a panel of
your peers; you’ll hear about their processes, planning, tools, and strategies for successfully customizing briefings.

More Important than Ever: Capturing Customer Insights in Today’s Briefings

Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner, Consultant, EBP Business Consulting. Marshall Thompson, Director, Nexus
COVID is volatile, and the marketplace is changing daily. Your briefing program – whether virtual, hybrid, or in-person – is uniquely positioned to be the company’s “listening post.” Customers share their opinions of the company’s brand, products, capabilities, and competencies. They talk about the competition, substitute technologies they are considering, and what value they place on your solutions,
platforms, and services. Are you listening as effectively as you can? Are your facilitators clarifying and validating customers’ insights?
Are you capturing and reporting intelligence that may shape future solutions development, product maps, and business strategies?
In this session, we’ll discuss the critical success factors of an effective Voice of the Customer strategy for briefing programs, and the
particular challenges and solutions around capturing the Voice of the Customer in today’s briefings.

Garnering Senior Management Support

Sydney Smalley, Director, Executive Briefing Program, and Rose Renz, Global EBC Operations, Sr. Manager, both of ServiceNow
Cross-departmental senior management backing is essential for the sustained growth and success of your briefing program. It can be
a struggle to balance day-to-day responsibilities with keeping other departments informed about your program. To complicate matters,
many of the leaders from other departments may want to focus on their own goals and objectives, or even lack awareness of how supporting your program can help improve overall business performance. In this session, we’ll reveal how shared vision, mutual respect,
enhanced communication, and robust and compelling analytics at ServiceNow resulted in an invigorating level of cross-company collaboration and improved customer experiences.

97% of 2021 Spring Conference attendees who responded to the conference evaluation survey were satisfied or extremely
satisfied with their overall conference experience (68% said they were extremely satisfied with the conference).

Hybrid Breakout Sessions, Continued

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2022

Continuing to Strengthen your Virtual Briefing Offering

Bryan Hobbs, Demonstrations & Content Manager, Google Cloud and Darby Mason-Werner, Senior Director, Client & Partner Strategy,
The CXApp, An Inpixon Company
As briefing engagements naturally evolve, they will continue to include a virtual component and briefing programs must strive to
improve their offerings to ensure an engaging experience for all attendees. Are you interested in knowing how other programs are
navigating this new normal? Join this session to learn how the Google Cloud briefing program has made great strides in implementing
solutions that can further enhance the overall effectiveness of their virtual briefings. See how they are deepening the engagement experience by delivering new and amazing content, adding customization for regional centers, leveraging broadcast technology, and more.
We’ll also provide a broad perspective of technologies including virtual platforms, and how leveraging new functionality can support
your unique needs for virtual engagements. We will share challenges and lessons learned including the benefit of pivoting your strategy
when necessary.

The Impact of the Metaverse, AI, VR, and AR on the Future of Briefings

Dale Tesmond, Storybuilding Founder, Hyperquake, Moderator; Panelists: David Rogers, Director of Global Operations, Microsoft, and
Adam Stephenson, Sr Director, Executive Briefing Program, Palo Alto Networks
Is the Metaverse/AR/VR/AI ten years away, or will early-adopters be using these tools to compliment live briefings in the next few
years? Will it be what finally takes AR/VR beyond current limitations to general acceptance, ease of use, and fruitful utility? This session will define Metaverse/AR/VR/AI, discuss their potential future impact on briefings, and consider why we should care about it…or
ignore it. Attendees will hear from a panel of ABPM members from companies that are exploring and leading in developing metaverse
platforms.

Strategies for Creating Briefing Program Advocates

Debra Luling, Director, Innovation, and Halli Sloan, Executive Briefing Program Manager, both of The Anthem Experience
Creating an advocacy program is one of the most impactful investments you can make for your program. Advocates can elevate your
program to the next level, reveal new opportunities, and help secure or identify new funding needed to expand and enhance your
program. Developing and maintaining an effective and sustainable advocacy program strategy requires a clearly defined plan, tactical
actions, and commitment of your time and resources; however, the dividends serve to protect and promote your program enabling you
and your team can focus on growth. During this session, we will discuss what it means to be a briefing program advocate; how to identify, attract, and retain strong advocates; and how to develop a sustainable advocacy model.

Driving Operational Excellence: Building a Foundation for Sustainable Growth

Gurpreet Khela, Event & Briefing Specialist, and Gary Hercules, Executive Briefing Manager, both of Autodesk
Whether managing a new or mature briefing program, we’re all thinking about how to drive operational excellence to ensure we are set
for continued success. In this session, we will review the 4-step strategy (Executive Briefing Roadmap) we’ve put in place at Autodesk
to build a strong foundation. As we established this Executive Briefing Roadmap, and dealt with the effects of the ever-evolving pandemic, we defined & re-thought processes along the way, implementing tools to ensure the sustainable growth of the program. Session
participants will walk away with best practices for working more efficiently – while scaling their team. Gurpreet and Gary will share tips
to streamline processes, such as leveraging collaborative digital platforms to
capture essential areas for program enhancements; and building communication
plans to engage briefing program stakeholders. Attendees will have an actionable
methodology of developing a strategy for growth, with clear examples that can be
re-purposed in their own organization.

5:00 pm - Enjoy Your Free Night in Santa Clara

Tuesday evenings at ABPM conferences are the perfect time to network. We’ll
include suggestions for area shopping and dining in your MyABPM conference
app.

2022 Spring Conference Committee
Our sincere thanks to the members of the 2022 Spring Conference Committee. This hard-working group’s charter is to advise the
ABPM team regarding the content of the conference by thoroughly reviewing and discussing feedback from the previous Spring Conference as well as member responses to the Spring Conference Content Survey. Committee members met monthly beginning in July
of 2022, and served on sub-committees focusing on the Opening General Session, the Supplier Celebration, Breakout Sessions,
Newcomers & Networking, and Hybrid. In addition, many of the committee members work with session leaders prior to the conference to review session content and their plans for the session they will lead.
Jen Anthony of Elekta
Dave Brull of Kubik
Mark Cooper of Czarnowski
Terri Lancaster of Splunk
Jo Foster of ServiceNow
Debra Luling of Anthem

Din Lapidot of HP Inc.			
Jan Holzer of Red Hat			
Bonnie Bryce of Dell Technologies
Marcy Nelsen of AT&T			
Stefan Fricke of Salesforce		
Deidra Cooper of NEC			

Chitra Vivek of Cognizant
Trent Oliver of Blue Telescope
Pam Evans of Benett Communications
Deanna Sult of Rackspace
Susan Riese of Derse
Kelly Reeves of Mandel Communications

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2022
In-Person: CENTER TOUR DAY
8:00 am

Grab & Go Breakfast

9:00 am - 4:00 pm Choose from four pairings on Tour Day Transportation sponsored by kubik

			During online registration, choose one set of two centers to tour (grouped choices below). During Tour Day,
			

you’ll hear an overview of the program you are visiting, as well as tour the center.

Autodesk Gallery - Located in the historic Financial District of San Francisco, the

newly redesigned Autodesk Gallery is the place where innovators can experience the
future of design, and make technology to reimagine their new possible The Gallery’s
Executive Briefing Center offers exclusive access for customers to host collaborative and
curated conversations with Autodesk business leaders and product experts. Adjacent
to the EBC, customers are immersed in the gallery exhibit space that features thirteen
exhibit stories spanning industries and technologies. The Autodesk Gallery celebrates
the spirit of restless innovation, and offers visitors an expanded view of what’s possible
today and tomorrow. At Autodesk, we don’t believe in waiting for progress. We believe in
making it.

Salesforce - The new, state-of-the-art Salesforce Innovation Center is located in the

heart of the San Francisco Headquarters urban campus. Salesforce is proud to debut a
cutting-edge space that inspires Trailblazers to connect with customers in a whole new
way. The Innovation Center is an immersive environment where Salesforce welcomes
customers from a broad range of industries to envision their future, and share how
Salesforce can help drive their digital transformation. With two floors and seven meeting
rooms, the center can accommodate over 600+ customer groups a year.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise - Awarded “World Class Center” in 2020, the Hewlett

Packard Enterprise Executive Briefing Center, located at company headquarters in San
Jose, showcases the latest in technology and innovation. Designed with customers in
mind, the EBC features interactive spaces to see solutions in action, become immersed
in industry-specific content, and actively participate in digital transformation discussions.
Opened in early 2019, the 15,000 square-foot EBC features four briefing rooms, an
executive lounge, TechWorks, an Immersive Theater, and digital transformation vignettes,
accompanied by breathtaking views of the Bay Area.

Google Cloud - The Google Cloud Space in Sunnyvale, California is a collabora-

tive and interactive cloud solutions space offering hands-on experiences and curated
programming — all of which are designed so visitors can build their own experience. The
result is an immersive space where global customers, partners, and tech communities
can come together. Google Cloud Space is 26,000 square-feet featuring various sized
briefing rooms, solutions exhibits, production studio, and many customizable options for
customers.

Tour Day Group Choices Continued on next page...
“ABPM Conferences are not only inspirational and learning opportunities but also offer the possibility to benchmark the work done
in one year and understand how aligned your center is compared to others. That’s a very valuable way to confirm if you are on
the right track, also thanks to the work done with some key stakeholders belonging to this Association. There is always space of
improvement, for sure, but listening to other experiences was a recognition that we are proceeding in the right direction.”
– Paola Pacciotti, Tetra Pak, Italy,
2021 Spring Conference Evaluation

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2022
In-Person: Center Tour Day Group Choices, Continued
Google’s The Grove - Recipient of an ABPM “World Class Center” award in 2020,

The Grove represents a new way to tell compelling stories about Google, and its technology, to visiting clients, partners, and guests. The traditional corporate briefing center
has been re-imagined through the lens of themed entertainment, and partnering with
industry veterans to combine themed design principles with the latest Google machine
learning and artificial intelligence technologies. Visitors for sales engagements, workshops, and summits deepen their relationship with Google by experiencing the magic of
Google’s technology in this unique location-based experience. The Grove encompasses
approximately 37,000 square feet of indoor and outdoor space and can accommodate
up to 300 guests. It was purpose-built to support Google Customer Solutions (GCS)
and is dedicated to bringing customers digital
solutions that help their businesses grow.

Microsoft Americas West Experience Center - Opened in October 2021 and

located in Mountain View, California, Microsoft’s Experience Center Americas West
combines the best of the Executive Briefing and Microsoft Technology Center experience
under one roof. The world-class facility focuses on providing Customers and Partners
the opportunity to have unique and impactful conversations that meet their business
needs on Microsoft’s most sustainable campus. The portfolio of offerings include: executive briefings, technical deep-dive engagements, industry experience zones, hackathons,
and many more.

Leadership Day

Facilitated by Elizabeth Simpson, President, ABPM
You’ll stay at The Grove and spend the second half of the day with ABPM leadership
including President Elizabeth Simpson, some current and past ABPM Advisory Boar,d
Members, and industry thought leaders. Content for this portion of the day will be customized for participants.

Experiential Tour Day Option Coming Soon!

Meaningful insights from experiential entertainment and educational venues that can be applied to briefing centers. If you’ve visited
briefing centers many times at past ABPM Conferences and are looking for something different, the Experiential Tour Day option is
for you. Specific venue details will be added to the preliminary agenda by mid February.

6:00 - 10:00 p.m. In-Person: An Evening at the Tech Interactive Museum
ABPM Awards Ceremony & Gala Dinner

We are excited to be at the Tech Interactive for the 21st annual ABPM Awards Ceremony
and Gala Dinner. The Tech Interactive is a Silicon Valley landmark that offers a glimpse
into the most innovative place on Earth. The Interactive’s hands-on activities, experimental
labs, and design challenge experiences empower people to innovate with creativity, curiosity, and compassion. Dress is cocktail. Gather at 6:00 pm in the lobby to board the bus.
Please be on time to avoid being left behind!

Awards Ceremony sponsored and produced by Downstream

LOGISTICAL INFORMATION
Conference Fee

The price for Spring Conference registration is $1,095 for members and $1,345 for non-members. These in-person prices are Early Bird
rates and will increase to $1,245 and $1,495 respectively after Friday, February 25th. The price for remote attendees is $795 for members and $1,045 for non-members. Remote attendance prices will increase to $945 and $1,195 respectively after the Early Bird rate expires on Friday, February 25th. Entrance is limited to briefing professionals or Supplier Members only - vendors must be recommended
Supplier Members to attend ABPM events. To register for remote attendance, please use the promo code “HYBRID” during registration.
ABPM accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Check, or Wire Transfer.

Multiple Registrant Discount

To receive the discount code for 10% off each registration fee when four (4) or more people from the same company will attend, please
email info@abpm.com.

New Membership/Registration Bundle Deal

Receive the first year of membership free with non-member rate conference registration! This offer is only available to those who have
never been ABPM members. Main Supplier members do not qualify for this offer, however additional employees from a current Supplier
Member company are eligible.

New! Informal Pre-Conference Regional “Happy Hours” via Video Conference

If you’re registered by the Early Bird date (Friday, February 25th), you’ll receive an invite to a video conference Happy Hour for those
in your region. The Happy Hour will be held a few weeks prior to the event and give you a chance to meet other conference attendees
ahead of attending the conference.

New! Conference Session Access, Recordings, and Content available to all conference participants via the
ABPM.Events platform

All sessions marked as Hybrid in the agenda will be recorded and available indefinitely for all conference attendees via the
ABPM.Events platform. In addition, those presentations provided to ABPM by session leaders will be available via a “PDF Content”
button under the session listing. Conference registrants will receive an email notification that the conference agenda is available for
viewing in the ABPM.Events platform approximately one week prior to the conference. Please email info@abpm.com if you don’t receive that email by Wednesday, April 6th.

Conference Hotel

The Hyatt Regency Santa Clara located at 5101 Great America Parkway, Santa
Clara, California, 95054, is the primary location of the 2022 ABPM Spring Conference. Reserve a room in the ABPM Block at the Hyatt Regency Santa Clara via
this link. The $265 plus tax ABPM room block rate is available on a first-come,
first-served basis, and is based on availability. Once all rooms at the conference
rate are booked, regular rates will be charged. Book early!

Suggested Airport and Parking

The Hyatt Regency Santa Clara is approximately 6 miles and a 10-15 minute
drive from San Jose International Airport. Valet parking at the hotel is $30 overnight and $12 short-term.

In-Person Conference Suggested Dress

All conference activities are business casual with the exception of the Gala Awards Dinner which is cocktail. Layering during conference
sessions is recommended.

Payment & Cancellation Policy

To receive the Early Bird Rate, the registration fee must be paid by Friday, February 25, 2022. All other registration fees must be paid
prior to Friday, April 8, 2022. You are registered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email from ABPM. Due to commitments for catering and transportation, we regret that we are unable to issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for cancellations received after Friday, March 18, 2022. However, substitutions may be made at any time, or you may attend remotely. Cancellation
and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.

COVID-19 In-Person Attendance Policy

If registering as an in-person conference participant, you are acknowledging that you will be fully vaccinated (as described by the CDC
and/or the State of California, whichever is more stringent) by the dates of the conference, and will be required to show proof of vaccination (card or photo) at event check-in. You also understand that an inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place
where people are present. By attending the conference, you voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID-19, and agree
not to hold McCreery Inc. dba ABPM or any of their affiliates, directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors, or volunteers liable for
any illness or injury. This policy may change based on developments pertaining to COVID-19.

ABPM gratefully acknowledges the following Sponsors whose generosity is
contributing to the success of the 2022 Spring Conference.

Platinum Level Sponsors

Gold Level Sponsors

Silver Level Sponsors

Conference Level Sponsor
Inhance Digital
Newcomers
Orientation

If you’re a first-time attendee, simply note that this is your first conference in the online registration form and we’ll invite you to the “Spring Class of 2022” Newcomer’s Orientation, sponsored by Derse, starting at 1:00 pm PT on Monday just prior to the Opening General Session.
During the orientation, you’ll have a chance to meet other first-time conference participants as
well as members of the ABPM Advisory Board. You’ll also get insider information about how to
best navigate the conference and take advantage of your ABPM membership.

Questions? Email info@abpm.com or call +1 214-306-0115. Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
ABPM PO Box 141079 Dallas, TX 75214 +1 214-389-0994 Fax: +1 972-362-1072

